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About us

	Our community has been around for many years and pride ourselves on offering unbiased, critical discussion among people of all different backgrounds. We are working every day to make sure our community is one of the best.
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 We have disabled traderscore and are working on a fix. There was a bug with the plugin | Click for Discord




	No one is chatting at the moment.


	


S

Shehryar89:
Hi any repair shop for Nintendo Switch in Isb/ Rwp? The console is not charging. Anybody? Who can help in this regard.






 Link

Today at 5:00 PM



	


[image: iampasha]

iampasha:
Ewww brother ewww, what's that brother? Whats that?






 Link

Sunday at 5:10 AM



	


[image: Necrokiller]

Necrokiller:
Senua Saga 30fps both on Series S and X. Gotta feel bad for the Series X owners.






 Link

Thursday at 8:12 PM
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Necrokiller:
Imagine buying a Pro console and still getting 30fps in GTA 6 [image: 😬]






 Link

Thursday at 4:29 AM
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faraany3k:
So this console gen was like putting a SSD in an old laptop






 Link

Thursday at 1:57 AM



	


[image: LordIT]

LordIT:
does anyone know a reliable vendor in lahore for laptop batteries?






 Link

Apr 2, 2024
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XPremiuM:
I remember when PG used to be such an active site. Now it's barely alive.






 Link

Apr 1, 2024
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XPremiuM:
Any mods online?






 Link

Apr 1, 2024
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NaNoW:
.....






 Link

Mar 31, 2024
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Chandoo:
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Mar 30, 2024
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techyrock:
Duibuqi bukeyi






 Link

Mar 30, 2024
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Chinese novice:
https://www.credamo.com/s/U7Z7Rzano This is my questionnaire link






 Link

Mar 30, 2024
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techyrock:
zenme le






 Link

Mar 30, 2024
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techyrock:
Hi, what do your need help with pengyou






 Link

Mar 30, 2024



	


[image: EternalBlizzard]

EternalBlizzard:
Why is everybody so hyped up about this overrated piece of trash called unicorn overlord






 Link

Mar 29, 2024
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faraany3k:
I dont think games have looked any better since 2019 onwards and they are performing worse and worse. Game developers have really dropped the ball.






 Link

Mar 28, 2024
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Necrokiller:
Consoles can't even catch a break in titles developed exclusively for them [image: 😢]






 Link

Mar 26, 2024
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Necrokiller:
"All of this lends the game distinctly last-gen look at times, which is compounded by image quality and frame-rate issues."






 Link

Mar 26, 2024
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Necrokiller:




[image: www.eurogamer.net]





Rise of the Ronin PS5 tech review: a good game marred by technical challenges



Tom Morgan investigates Rise of the Ronin for PS5 - is the game any good and how does its graphics and performance hold…
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www.eurogamer.net
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Mar 26, 2024
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Chandoo:
no jokes.






 Link

Mar 25, 2024
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Chandoo:


faraany3k said:




So while Playing Control, I found a journal which said that a bathroom is missing in Islamabad Beurue of Control. With Alan Wake and Control seems to be connected worlds. Even our city is in the universe as well. No wonder those Trail 5 and Trail 6 are haunted.


Click to expand...




did you know you can see @NaNoW credited in the game too ? [image: :p]







 Link

Mar 25, 2024
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faraany3k:
So while Playing Control, I found a journal which said that a bathroom is missing in Islamabad Beurue of Control. With Alan Wake and Control seems to be connected worlds. Even our city is in the universe as well. No wonder those Trail 5 and Trail 6 are haunted.






 Link

Mar 24, 2024
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EternalBlizzard:


faraany3k said:




What is peoples obsession with Battle Royale genre. 6 minutes to find a match, 3 minutes to setup a match, 2 minutes to land, 10 minutes for scavanging maybe 2 3 gunfigts and its over. Multiplayer landscape is looking absolute dogshit.


Click to expand...




 I tried playing Apex Legends once. Couldn't find a gun for 5 minutes straight. If I found a gun, I couldn't find the right ammo for it. Got killed fighting with my fists. Uninstalled it the next day.






 Link

Mar 24, 2024



	


[image: faraany3k]

faraany3k:
What is peoples obsession with Battle Royale genre. 6 minutes to find a match, 3 minutes to setup a match, 2 minutes to land, 10 minutes for scavanging maybe 2 3 gunfigts and its over. Multiplayer landscape is looking absolute dogshit.
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Reactions:
iampasha and EternalBlizzard




 Link

Mar 24, 2024
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muneebjahangir:
skip the villain arc






 Link

Mar 23, 2024











	





	








		
	

















S

Shehryar89:
Hi any repair shop for Nintendo Switch in Isb/ Rwp? The console is not charging. Anybody? Who...

Today at 5:00 PM
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